
 
 
                     

Case Study: Revolutionizing IT Service Management with 

Conversational AI 
 

The Client 
Our client, a distinguished Managed IT Infrastructure & Security Services Provider, aimed to enhance 

their service delivery and customer satisfaction within the realm of IT service management. As they 

navigated the complexities of managing IT infrastructure and security for their diverse clientele, they 

recognized a recurring challenge among users – the cumbersome and time-consuming process of 

raising IT service tickets through traditional means. 

 

Business Problem 
The client's users encountered difficulties when engaging with the existing IT service request tool, 

Manage Engine. Frustrated by the complexities of the process, the users' experience with IT service 

ticketing was less than optimal. To address this concern, the client sought an innovative solution that 

would streamline and simplify the process of raising service requests, ultimately leading to improved 

customer satisfaction. 

 

Solution 
After a thorough analysis of the client's challenges, we introduced a ground-breaking solution – an 

Intelligent IT Service Provider Conversational Bot. Our recommendation involved harnessing the 

power of BERT Language Model and the Telegram App for this endeavour. The concept centred on 

leveraging the Telegram App's API to facilitate user interactions, where messages would be routed 

to the BERT Model for understanding and contextual response. The proposed bot's capabilities 

spanned a range of tasks, including automated ticket creation in Manage Engine, real-time ticket 

status updates, broadcasting downtime alerts, and addressing general user queries like system 

access and password changes. 

Implementation 

We meticulously executed the solution, integrating the Telegram App, BERT model, and Manage 

Engine through seamless API connections. To enable the bot's understanding of user queries and 

ticket context, we conducted custom training of the BERT model using historical service request 

data. In scenarios where the bot couldn't provide an immediate response, it engaged users in up to 

three attempts to gather additional information before escalating the conversation to an IT Support 

Executive. 

Outcome 
The impact of the LLM-Based IT Support Bot was transformative. Users experienced a newfound 

ease in raising IT service requests through the user-friendly Telegram App interface. Tracking request 

statuses became effortless, requiring only the service request number. Additionally, users now 

received crucial downtime alerts, a communication aspect that was absent before. 



 
 
                     
The bot proved to be a game-changer for our client. By automating and enhancing IT service 

interactions, they witnessed a substantial boost in their service quality and customer satisfaction 

levels. The seamless integration of cutting-edge AI technology with practical IT service needs 

resulted in a novel approach to managing user requests. 

Technology Used 
Python, Django, Restful API, BERT, NLP, Telegram APIs, ManageEngine API, ReactJS, PostGresql 

Conclusion 
This case study epitomizes our commitment to driving innovation that directly addresses business 

challenges. Through the fusion of BERT Language Model, Telegram App, and practical IT service 

management, we successfully transformed the way users engage with IT service requests. Our 

solution catapulted the client's service quality, providing them with a competitive edge in the 

dynamic landscape of IT infrastructure and security services. The Intelligent IT Support Bot stands as 

a testament to the potential of AI-driven solutions to reshape conventional processes and elevate 

user experiences to new heights. 

 

 

 

 


